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A plan to revitalize feminism is to understand that feminism is losing the battle in
the West, primarily because, the White Western Male is still too aggressive, and
micro-aggressive.
Everyday the abuse is becoming more and more. A girl who clearly does not do
this for everyone to see, goes in the street with a thong, and these men will
actually look at this bum. Indeed, the ancient teaching of "If your eye causes you
to sin, pluck it out", another courtesy of the Jewish People, aside Jewish
Feminism, has failed to instill the divine laws that will protect the Goyim from
maintaining their existence.
Still, one sees abnormal crimes against the Jewish people [Annuda Shoah] such as
a White Family with three White Children. That as all Feminists should
understand, is deep cultural violence: the White Male is using seed potency in
order to keep his oppressive White Male and Female social stereotype existing.
Disregard the thing that Feminists talk about specifically WHITE EUROPEAN
WESTERN MALE, after all, races are all stereotypes and stuff.
Due to the above and the impending disaster when the White European Western
Male may come out from the slumber, and stop taking the above in consideration
[Also known as "VIKING MODE", or in other words, what we can call from now on
"Feminist Apocalypse"] and to save the lives of jewish feminists, but also,
revitalize feminism and bring it where it's needed most [3rd world], I propose the
following recommendation.
All Jewish Feminist leaders and related, should be sent to the bad segments in
Bangladesh or Morocco. By bad we mean, the rights of Jewish Women won't be
respected as much there as elsewhere. This is a dangerous mission but wholly
necessary for the advancement of Feminism, let's call it "Meta-Feminism".
Far from the oppression of the Western Male Oppression and stuff like that, they
will proudly take operations to improve the world and do Tikkun HaOlam on these

evil patriarchies that live in Bangladesh and Morocco. They can then live in
Paradise away from us, and let our neolithic Western civilizations be oppressed
and taken over by the evil White Males, as this is a lost cause, apparently White
Males will not be subverted. Plus, the jewish feminists, will no longer experience
the pain of seeing other women living healthy lives with husbands etc, all of which
will be great for the jewish feminist mental health.
It's a lost battle here, as we can see, some White people are still FLIRTING and
PROCREATING, and that, the jewish feminist leaders have to stop with this battle,
as it's leading nowhere.
As one wise person would have said: "White males are going to be at the center of
that. It's a huge transformation for Jewish Feminism to make, White Males will be
resented because of leading role. But without this transformation, Jewish
Feminism will not survive." A Jewish Holy Yenta named Barbara Specter would
also agree, and it's advisable she joins the forefront for this initiative.
So a plan for the survival in Jewish Feminism is to send all of these creative and
positive people to Morocco and Bangladesh. There, their preaching will become
very important. If they live out for more than 2 weeks [This is a difficult mission],
they will enlighten the locals about male/female relationships.
The locals are known to incapacitate females who act like that, and also in
particular have a high dislike for jews. But this is to save Feminism and this is a
very necessary thing to be done. It's a huge transformation for Feminism to make.
If they survive, that is. But they have to live the adventure, IMO. I mean, YOLO is a
necessity, free and liberated women such as jewesses do deserve this, as it's going
to be very liberating for them. The glorious jewish lizard women are showing the
way again: From being enslaved to a Rabbi, now they will educate people down in
Morocco for Jewish Women Rights and other important things.
Why should only White Women experience these feral adventures? After all, these
women in the jewish mindset are inferior. It's the duty of Jews to bring the light
unto the Nations, and I say they begin from the darkest ones first. White Women
are incapable of this great feat, only Jewesses can save us from the impending

disaster of the ever-rising patriarchy.
The battle must be fought at the source, and Jewish Feminists are obligated to do
Tikkun HaOlam.
Sending these over here is to everyone's best interest, them all there, they will be
enriched plentifully, and live their ideas.
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